
Imagine attending an event where you are

handed the keys to the newest turbocharged,
all-wheel-drive sports sedan and turned loose
for one lap on a road course. Then imagine

after thoroughly flogging that car you then get

the chance to ride with a professional driver
while he slides a car across asphalt, dirt, and
water. But before you ask, this was not just a
dream - these were the main attractions of a

ride and drive event put on by Subaru on
August 1s called the Subaru WRX Games.

Ride and drive events are a great way to get

acquainted with a car manufacturer's vehicles,
but these events are usually fairly dry. You
show up, drive the vehicles, and go home.
You usually also never get a chance to
experience the full capabilities of the cars

because of speed limits imposed by the
organizer. But Subaru's event proved that
these events can be more than just parking lot
test drives.
The second you amived to the venue you got
the feeling this wasn't just another boring
driving event. As you entered the Pomona
Fairplex lot you were given a goodie bag rvith
a t-shirt depicting Ken Block's Gymkhana car
as well as a sign, foam finger, and "rally" bell
to help cheer on your favorite Subaru driver at

the next day's X-Games Rally competition.
After you entered the actual event you were
presented with all sorts of different activities
in addition to the driving portion.
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There rvere venders from local Subaru
dealerships showcasing some of their tricked-
out cars and Subaru merchandise, a display of
Subaru race cars. a rally-therned RC car racing
track cornplete with jumps and hairpin drift
turns. and an air-conditioned tent with Subaru
racing video games. But the activities weren't
just limited to inside of the shorv area. In the
parking lot there was a Subaru car show, a free
car wash, and a paint booth rvhere you could
use water-soluble spray paints to decorate your
car with the graphics from your favorite
Subaru rally driver.




